Delivering talent outcomes to drive value from technology investments and digital transformation

Is your workforce ready?

Growth is running at the speed of technology, however 84 percent of business leaders say that talent is a core issue. More than half believe workforce skillsets will be obsolete within three years.

Reskilling and upskilling workers represents a 6x cost savings over hiring new workers with required skillsets. Identifying skill gaps and aligning learning paths delivered on a proven digital learning platform will drive business goals.

- **3x** increase in learning completions
- **6x** cost savings over hiring new workers
- **2,400+** Accenture Academy courses
- **8,000+** courses from content partners
Closing the skills gap

Inspired by digital trends, we reimagined the learning experience for today’s tech-savvy learner, consulting experts on learning behaviors and online engagement to maximize user engagement and boost/accelerate completion rates.

The platform provides:

• Personalized role/skill specific reskilling journeys
• Contemporary and gamified user experience
• Social collaboration with experts and peers
• On-demand, anytime, anywhere, on any device learning
• Intuitive analytics for both learners and managers

Simple pricing and deployment model

This software-as-a-service (SaaS) enables your workforce’s reskilling journey quickly and affordably at scale.

• Tiered pricing per learner
• Content from Accenture Academy, partners, and public sources
• Rapid cloud-based deployment

Our experience

The Future Talent Platform helped Accenture train more than 180,000 of its own employees “In the NEW”. The platform has since been used by multiple clients to drive upskilling and reskilling programs as a key element of their technology and digital transformation initiatives.

Connect with us
www.accenture.com/futuretalent
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25% savings per training hour